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Welcome to Digital Jigsaw Puzzle!

Digital Jigsaw Puzzle replicates the experience of putting together a real world jigsaw puzzle. This game is not grid based. The
puzzles are free floating and pieces can connect at any location on the screen.

The jigsaw puzzles will come in 16, 64, 256, and 576 piece sizes. There are 158 unique jigsaw puzzles to select from making
this the largest jigsaw puzzle game available on Steam.

Different puzzle modes:

Table mode - All pieces are distributed evenly on the table from the start

Swimming Pool Mode - All pieces are divided into two "pools" of water on both sides of the screen. The pieces will float
around allowing for the remainder of the screen to be cleared to complete the puzzle.

 Scroll Mode - This mode allows you to cycle through different sets of pieces using the right mouse button to keep the table
from being cluttered.

Game save features:

Your last played puzzle will save automatically. You may close the game and return at any time.

No paid DLC. No exceptions.

As a promise from the developer - this game will never contain paid DLC or ads. If new puzzles are added then you will receive
them. If new modes, features, or content is added then you will receive it for free. You are buying the complete package with

this game.
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Title: Digital Jigsaw Puzzle
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Timothy Findling
Publisher:
Timothy Findling
Release Date: 1 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 Bit

Sound Card: Standard Sound Card

Additional Notes: Mouse Required

English,German
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digital jigsaw puzzle software. digital jigsaw puzzle games. digital jigsaw puzzle. make a digital jigsaw puzzle. digital portrait
jigsaw puzzle. digital jigsaw puzzle creator. digital jigsaw puzzle maker. make your own digital jigsaw puzzle. 3d digital jigsaw
puzzle. digital jigsaw puzzles free. jigsaw puzzle from digital photo

Super Mega Neo Pug. A modern classic.

I've been playing video games for nigh on thirty-five years now, and not once have I come across a game that even comes close
to this masterpiece.

You're a child again. It's Christmas morning, and you are unwrapping your gifts. Your eyes light up as you see the hint of a pug
through half torn wrapping paper. Your heart fills with joy.

That's the kind of magic this game can give. Sure, games like Skyrim or WoW can have you experience magic in game, through
a spellcasting class, but no other game, to my knowledge, can bring that magic into reality, as this game does.

Please, I wholeheartedly recommend this treasure. And for less than forty pence, it's a complete steal!
. The game starts as a quite goodish escape puzzle, but eventually displays a number of unforgivable flaws : some hotspots do
not give user any feedback while all the others do. That makes the game unsolvable via logic and ruins the whole point of
puzzling.. Spoko indyczek, tylko wida\u0107 \u017ce to pierwsza gra autora.
Na przecenie jak najbardziej polecam. One of the most enjoyable 4x genre games I've ever played. Highly moddable too and
worth the full price. Definitely far more than worth the summer sale price. Old but still gold. Playing this game again was a fine
bit of nostalgia xD Worthwhile picking this up on a sale, to remind yourself of why you got in to playing FPS games in the first
place.. The game is a casual Point-and-Click Adventure with some devilishly hard hidden-object scenes. There aren't many
locations in the town of Silentville, but they're all beautifully rendered, and there's decent voice acting.. This game ranges from a
little bit tough to incredibly easy (with mana regen). I played the original Enchanted Cave and the web browser version of
Enchanted Cave 2, and I'm happy to support the developer with a few of my dollars for all the hours of entertainment these
games have given me. The Enchanted Cave is not perfect, but it's worth the price. Combat is really simple and repetitive, and
there's not much to the story, but it is somehow so easy to spend hours and hours playing this game. I've payed much more for
games I've enjoyed much less.. wow, this game changed my life
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Its so good. Great humour, Lovely Pixel Art and has Tons of References. I loved it.. Elves are lame and way too good. Great
team though.. Bardock is the character in DBZ, even added the dramatic finsh and bardock wins the fight against Frieza and
even added the orginal dramatic finsh when Freiza wins. pretty cool. Even though it's not a real-time game with real players, the
AIs actually prove to be quite a challenge with certain characteristics that real players actually have. Gives you a certain thrill,
especially when deciding whether to raise or fold.

Really enjoyed the whole gameplay so far and looking forward to actually completing all the difficulty levels in the game!. One
I love to come back to.. Do you like building up a prison and haven't played the prison tycoon 3? Then don't buy this nor the
third one since nethier have a tutorial so good luck in trying to play the game (Get prison architect instead save your money for
that and a enjoy a more complex, better polished game which also has better graphics.). Interesting game. Interesting plot and
characters. Music and play is relaxing. Play is turn based (which I prefer).. Fun, but very rough around the edges. Wouldn't
recommend in its current state, but with some more polish I definitely would.

Update 1.2 Is Released! 14 new halloween puzzles added for FREE!:

New Puzzles:
- 14 New Halloween Puzzles
- 2 New Non-Halloween Puzzles

New Background:
- 1 New Background

New Easter Eggs:
- 2 Puzzles have special completion screens. See if you can find them!
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Option Menu:
- Toggle full screen in the options menu (Hotkey F11 still available)
- Game will save your preference for full screen

Overall changes:
- The text is no longer stored in images. The font is rendering in game.

 As always - new content is included in the base cost of the game. You will never pay for an update or additional
content!  . Update 1.8 - Puzzle Template Updated:

Puzzle Templates for 16, 64, 256, and 576 Pieces Updated. Update 1.6 - New Puzzle Size:

Update 1.6 Release Notes:. Feature Preview: View final image during the puzzle:

  Feature Preview: View final image during the puzzle  . Update 1.3 - New arrangement mode called the Swimming
Pool!:

Introducing the new arrangment mode called - Swimming Pool!. Patch Notes: Version 1.1:
- Puzzles will now save after every time a piece is connected. The save will reload after closing the game as long as the same
puzzle is selected. The save is cleared if another puzzle is selected or an option menu selection is changed.

- The option menu will now save between sessions. You will always start the game in the same mode, number of pieces, and
same background color.

- Fixed issue with initial placement of puzzle pieces. The layout should be more elegant now.

- Added hot key for full screen mode (F11 Key).

Known Bug:
The fullscreen mode may need to be activated twice in a row.
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